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Handbook Forward
Juniors are a key part of hockey for every club and no more so than at Belper Ladies hockey
club with 50% of the club membership and a conFnuous pipeline of players for the adult
teams over Fme.
MoFvaFon of junior players is key to sFmulaFng their interest in the sport and development
at all stages keeps that interest and moFvaFon going to enable them to meet their
aspiraFons as players as they get to adulthood.
This handbook is designed to give consistent guidelines across the whole of the junior
secFon for coaches and to make clear our vision for juniors within Belper Ladies. It is a
document that can be conFnuously updated to reﬂect the Belper focus as well as EH junior
talent strategy.
The overwhelming objecFve of junior coaching should be to enable the players to enjoy
their experience of both training and playing games in order that they want to form a
lifelong aXachment to their club and the game of Hockey. The second objecFve should
be to ensure that coaches develop technically and tacFcally competent players. The
third, and at this stage the least important objecFve should be to win. It is beXer to
focus on being compeFFve rather than the addiFonal pressure of winning being the
priority.
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Belper Ladies HC Player Pathway

Junior Coaching sessions

Mini Hockey – Sunday mornings
U12’s – Monday evenings
U14/ U16/ U18 – Thursday evenings
Development Squad – Thursday evenings

These sessions are delivered by experienced coaches, and focus around parFcipaFon,
enjoyment and skill development. The players that train on Thursday evenings will get the
opportunity to play in regular friendly matches (FesFvals) against other local clubs. The club also
enters England hockey Tier and cup compeFFons which are compeFFve, knockout compeFFons
were players will be selected from players in the U14, U16 and U18 age groups.

The development squad is made up of any players from U14/U16/U18 who have the potenFal
to play 1st team hockey or higher. This is an invited squad. Players will be idenFﬁed and invited
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at the start of the season. InvitaFons can also be made to players throughout the season, as
regular selecFon will take place at Thursday junior training sessions.

Progression to 11-a-side Hockey
From the age of 13 players will be able to play 11-a-side League hockey. The club looks to
provide the transiFon for players in a number of ways:
a) Junior RepresentaFve sides at U14, U16 and U18 level, both fesFval and compeFFve
compeFFon level.
b) 7th and 8th team and Badgers – these teams play non-League hockey and generally cater
for those players aged between 10 and 13 (with some excepFons) to play on Saturdays,
and are supported both on and oﬀ-ﬁeld by senior players within the club. Matches are
played against other clubs within the County, and provide an excellent opportunity to
experience 11-a-side hockey, and also to prepare juniors for the transiFon to playing in
compeFFve matches against adults.
c) Players aged 13 and over (where possible, and WITH Parental Consent) will have the
opportunity to be invited to play League matches on a Saturday aeernoon for teams in
the Ladies’ secFon and/or Badgers.
Player Feedback
It is the club’s aim to provide feedback to all of its junior players idenFfying strengths and
weaknesses and helping to highlight what can be done to improve each and every player’s
development no maXer what their level and/or aspiraFons. If you do not feel as if your child is
gefng enough feedback to help them develop, please do not hesitate to speak to one of the
Junior Lead Coaches – their details are available on the website under Contacts.
For more informaFon on progression via the “EH Player Pathway”, the EH website
(www.EnglandHockey.co.uk)
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Player Development Model
Belper Ladies hockey are commiXed to developing all aspects of a player’s game through training and match play.
The player development model suggests stage of learning for reaching these competencies. As a result junior
training sessions will adopt the ‘30-60’ approach. Each training session will contain a 30 minute technical skills
focus, and a 60 minute game focus (either through drills, game play or both).
Stage of

Focus

Skills

Age

learning
Developing

Guidelines
Focus on:

Grip – open

Below 10

Fun

Passing/receiving – push,/trap, slap hit

Enjoyment

Moving with the ball – front/reverse face

MoFvaFon

Tackling – block, steal

Basic Skill

Team play – small numbers, concepts

Development
Basic TacFcal
awareness
Basic rules
knowledge
Team play
ConsolidaNng

Building On:

AddiNonal Skills

10-13

Moving with
Skills

the

Game knowledge

Tackling – lunge, poke, from behind,

TacFcal Awareness

‘wrong’ side

Team play and

Goal shooFng

aﬃliaFon

Goal keeping

Rules knowledge

Team play – posiFonal play/tacFcs +

ball –dodging drags

concepts
Established

Reﬁning:

ApplicaNon of Skills under pressure

Skills

Passing/receiving

Game concepts

Moving with the ball
Tackling
Goal shooFng
Goal keeping
Team play
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13-17

SelecNon Guidelines
Belper Ladies Hockey is commiXed to providing hockey for all players at an appropriate
standard. Players should have the opportunity to play at the highest level possible if they
have suﬃcient skills. They should play in a team where they are more likely to use all
their skills both at age group and in adult teams.
General guidance is that junior players should play in their own age group but on some
occasions, it may be more appropriate for a player to play out of their age group. Such a
decision would be made aeer discussion with the player and parents. The club will have
a junior liaison oﬃcer providing a link between the junior and senior secFons of the
club.
SelecFon for each age group will be the responsibility of the age group coaches and
nominated selectors if required. Coaches and selectors will be looking for physical
aXributes such as speed, strength, agility, endurance, power and ﬂexibility; and skill
aXributes such as technique, tacFcal awareness, potenFal, coach ability, posiFonal
qualiFes and specialist skills.
Coaches will take into consideraFon:
•

Previous form (e.g. last year for those who played at Belper)

•

AXendance at training

•

Performance at training and pracFce games

•

Performance in games

•

Match game availability

The player/parent will be informed by the coaches of the selecFon outcome and are
available to discuss any concerns. Any queries regarding selecFons or gameplay should
be referred in the ﬁrst instance to your coach, or subsequently to the coach of the senior
team in your age group. If the maXer is sFll unsaFsfactorily addressed it should be
brought to the aXenFon of the Junior CommiXee. At all Fmes Belper Junior Girls look for
discussions to be respecnul and objecFve in parFcular when considering the young
player communicaFon.
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It is important for players and parents to remember that the selecFon process is
someFmes painful for both players and oﬃcials. Some players set themselves unrealisFc
goals. Frequently an athlete’s own assessment, or more commonly, their parent’s
assessment is very subjecFve. Our aim with this policy is to be as objecFve as possible
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Gameplay SubsNtuNon Guidelines
Increasingly rotaFonal subsFtuFon is used as a legiFmate strategy in the game of
hockey. This strategy allows for the tacFcal rotaFon of players or to prevent faFgue.
Belper Ladies Junior Hockey has developed subsFtuFon guidelines for coaches and
managers.
1. Most teams will have a squad of 15 or 16 players. Each player is to be considered
a full member of that team.

2. All players are to take their turn on the subs bench

3. In the situaFon where the team has a regular goalkeeper, or there may be only
one player capable of playing in a posiFon for example they may be exempt from
the above rules.
4. During certain compeFFve games there may be instances where the coach has to
make necessary decisions regarding the game Fme allocated to individual
players. In that instance the player will be given the correct explanaFon and if
required the parents also.
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PosiNonal Approach

Players in all teams will be encouraged to learn to play several (three or more) ﬁeld
posiFons.
It is the aim of Belper Ladies Junior Hockey that players will have developed a working
understanding and ability to play in three or more posiFons aeer two years with the
club.
To assist with this aim Belper Ladies Junior Hockey has developed a Playing PosiFons
Policy for the guidance of coaches and managers.

•

Coaches in U10, U12 and U14 age groups should regularly rotate players through
at least 3 of the playing posiFons.

•

It is recognised that when the team has a number of inexperienced players and
some experienced players, it is beneﬁcial to the team to play the more
experienced players in the key posiFons early in the season.

•

Coaches in U16 and U18 age groups shall rotate players through diﬀerent playing
posiFons where appropriate.

•

This may be achieved by selecFng say 2 posiFons per player.

•

However at training and during games it is also expected that all players shall
have their experience and experFse in at least 3 ﬁeld posiFons.

Coaches are encouraged to discuss the implementaFon methods to achieve these aims
with the other coaches in their age group to ensure a consistent approach is maintained.
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Skill Criteria
Speciﬁc skill-based selecFon criteria will vary according to age group. Nevertheless,
there are skill categories and aXributes that are common to all including passing,
receiving the ball, elimina3on skills, tackling, shoo3ng, game awareness and
temperament. Coaches should understand and develop a list of skills under each of
these categories which is appropriate for the age group they are coaching. This will help
in the selecFon process and also idenFfy strengths and weaknesses of individual players.
This in turn can be used to plan training and game strategies with the aim of improving
players and game performance.

1. Passing Skills: Does the player possess the passing skills necessary for the
posiFon? Can they hit or push oﬀ either foot; can they play a reverse sFck pass if
necessary; are their passes hard, ﬂat and accurate; do they select the
appropriate pass given the context?

2. Receiving the ball: Is the player able to receive the ball using the appropriate
technique for the context, or do they rely heavily on one type of trap; do they
receive comfortably on the reverse side, do they eliminate their opponent when
they receive the ball?

3. Elimina3on skills: Are they comfortable when in control of the ball and
pressured: are they able to eliminate on both sides of the opponent; do they
appear to understand what the tackler is doing and react accordingly?

4. Tackling: Do they appear to understand how to manipulate space of the
opponent by channelling; do they have a range of tackles; can they tackle on the
reverse; do they use good footwork; can they get the ball without sFck
obstrucFng?

5. Shoo3ng: Do they get free in the circle; do they get shots away under pressure;
do they have an array of shots; are they aware of what the goalkeeper is doing?
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6. Involvement in the game/awareness: does the player understand what is
happening on the ﬁeld; do they move accordingly; do they recognise 2v1, 3v2 etc
and are able to exploit them; in defence do they understand how to play
situaFons where there are more aXackers than defenders; do they understand
cover; do they work hard when the opposiFon has the ball?

7. Temperament: Do they appear to get ﬂustered in the heat of the game; were they
involved totally; do they take responsibility for what is happening around them; do
they communicate clearly and freely to team mates?
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Playing Skills Inventory
Name: ……………………………………………………………….

Date: ………………

This inventory is designed to rate player skills in match situaFons. Coaches: for each item place a
number between 1 and 10 in the box, with 10 being best.
RaNng
PASSING (ﬂat, hard and accurate to receiver)
Hit – StaFonary
Hit – moving; hit Right to Lee
Push – StaFonary
Push – moving; hit - Right to Lee
Push – moving; hit - Lee to Right
Recognise to pass to SFck or to Space
SHOOTING
7

Normal Grip Hifng

8

Short Grip Hifng
TRAPPING (upright)

9

Fore SFck trapping – when received from Front and Lee side

10

Fore SFck trapping – when received from Right side

11

Fore sFck trapping – when received from behind

12

Reverse SFck trapping

13

Moving - Fore SFck trapping

14

Moving - Reverse SFck trapping
TACKLING

15

Channel – able to direct opponent

16

Mirror – boxers stance and able to pivot oﬀ back foot

17

Poke / jab / dynamic tackle

18

Flat tackle both sides
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BALL CONTROL AND ELIMINATION
19

Dribbling ball with sFck in constant contact with ball

20

Protect ball by changing line

21

Drag and eliminate - Lee to Right (swerve and drag)

22

Drag and eliminate - Right to Lee (swerve and drag)

23

Cut in behind aeer eliminaFng

24

Able to move with ball to create 2v1 from a 2v2 situaFon
Personal

25

Involvement in game at all Fmes and contribuFng to the game

26

Awareness of the posiFon of the ball, at all Fmes

27

Awareness of the team that has possession, at all Fmes (and therefore if our
team is aXacking or defending)

28

Temperament- in control and posiFve to team mates

29

PosiFonal skills in mulFple posiFons

30

Working with others and co-ordinaFng eﬀorts with team mates

Comments:
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The EH Golden Thread
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IntegraNng Goalkeepers
It is the intenFon of the junior coaching team to integrate goalkeepers in to all junior coaching
sessions. This will be through both goalkeeper speciﬁc sessions as well as in small unit and game
play. Goalkeepers will have the same opportuniFes for selecFon to the development squad as
ounield players and will access the player pathway in the same way.
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DemonstraNng a Skill - coaches
Everybody has heard the old saying that a picture paints a thousand words.
DemonstraFng a new skill is a very important component of the coaching sessions
and coaches need to be aware of some important principles when aXempFng
demonstraFons to maximise eﬀecFve delivery.
PosiNon
•

Your posiFon is very important. Both you and the group must be able to see
each other. Face the group away from distracFons such as the sun, traﬃc or
other groups.

•

There are several ways you can arrange the demonstraFon. The most common
is the simple semicircle paXern. The group can be standing or, if condiFons
allow, kneeling or sifng.

What to do
•

You don't always have to do the demonstraFon yourself. If you are worried about
the skill, have somebody else who is an expert demonstrate it.

•

Involve players in the team but not always the same ones

•

Photographs and videos are other possible methods.

•

Highlight the main points of the skill. Keep your explanaFons simple and brief.
Try not to give players more than two or three main points at a Fme.

•

Avoid poinFng out things 'not to do' as this will only overload the players.

•

It is all right to break the skill into separate components for the purpose of the
demonstraFon - but, if this is going to be done, demonstrate the complete skill at
normal speed before and at the end. For example, if you are discussing the skill of
passing, it may be beneﬁcial to demonstrate separately the placement of the
feet, the posiFon of the hands on the ball and ﬁnally the movement and follow
through of the arms. However, show the pass several Fmes ﬁrst and again aeer
the separate parts.
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•

Explain things fully. Don't just teach the players the techniques - make sure you
explain why they are doing something and how it will be used in the game, like
when it might typically be used. Uncertainty can delay learning.

•

Let the players pracFce what you preach - new informaFon stays with people for
only a short period of Fme unless they are able to try the skill.

Helping individuals
•

Aeer the demonstraFon, players need Fme to pracFce the skill. The coach
can observe and correct whenever necessary.

•

Be posiFve and supporFve when you noFce errors. Errors are a natural part of life
so it is important for the coach to minimise the players' fear of mistakes. Say
things like 'Nice try John. That was a really good pass but you could do beXer if
you followed through more.'

•

Verbal instrucFons are someFmes unclear. Re-demonstrate the skill and if
necessary, physically lead the player through the skill.

Always show the correct skill last. If you are showing a player the diﬀerence between
what they are doing and what you want them to do - demonstrate the correct skill aeer
you have shown them their current method.
•

Let the player have a few more tries before doing any more error-correcFon.

•

There is always an opportunity to observe a team mate and learn from them too!
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Session and Skills Checklist
Training Session Checklist

Session
1

2

3

4

Individual skills
Trapping ForesFck

Trapping Reverse sFck

Trapping ForesFck on the move

Trapping Reverse sFck on the move

Passing lee
Passing right

Diagonal running with the ball
Running with the ball on ForesFck
Hifng hard, ﬂat and accurate
Slapping hard, ﬂat and accurate
Lieing the ball
Bouncing the ball
Trapping a lieed ball
Dragging the ball wide right
Dragging the ball wide lee
Pushing hard, ﬂat and accurate
Pushing hard, ﬂat and accurateright
Pushing hard, ﬂat and accuratelee
Strength on the ball – wide base,
strong frame
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5

6

7

8

9
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Match observaNons for coaches and managers.
Our Team.
1. How are our outlet controls working (i.e our “press” – player posiFons to win the
ball back) ? Is any player not doing what is required? Are we following our match
plan? Is it working?
2. How are individual players performing?
3. Defence and aXack as a unit
4. What changes need to be made? 20 minutes to go each half. Do we go for broke
if behind?
5. Speciﬁc TacFcs. Kill the game, aXack right or lee side, backs to run the ball out or
transfer, interchange of forwards.
6. Celebrate good gameplay. PosiFve encouragement from players/coaches and
players saying well done to the liXle things to each other. Be respecnul to the
opposiFon so celebraFon isn’t a distracFon

Opposi=on
1. Outlets. Preferred methods and side. Key players
2. Outlet control. Press, drop away, leave certain players open, man to man marking.
3. Are they marking man to man any of our players?
4. What is their preferred aXacking style? Fast/slow build up, which side
5. Penalty Corners - Defence, what posiFons do they run to? Does the goalie run/stay.
6. Penalty Corner - AXack, PosiFons and variaFons.
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Hints for EﬀecNve Pre-game and half Nme talks
1. Deliver only a few messages
2. Convey a sense of control, composure, and convicFon rather than anxiety
3. be posiFve and use praise to reinforce appropriate behaviour in athletes and
the team
4. speak about an opposiFon player or team
5. concentrate more on communicaFons related to tacFcs and strategies
6. prepare the address with the following structure
7. deliver only a few messages
8. Convey a sense of control, composure, and convicFon rather than anxiety
9. be posiFve and use praise to reinforce appropriate behaviour in athletes and
the team
10. speak about an opposiFon player or team
11. concentrate more on communicaFons related to tacFcs and strategies
12. prepare the address with the following structure
a. begin with a commentary on the previous performance during the
game (especially on what the opposiFon has been doing)
b. provide soluFons (tacFcs and strategies) that are informed by an
analysis of the opposiFons performance
c.

ﬁnish with a short moFvaFonal analysis

Hints for EﬀecNve Pre-game and half Nme talks
13. Deliver only a few messages
14. Convey a sense of control, composure, and convicFon rather than anxiety
15. be posiFve and use praise to reinforce appropriate behaviour in athletes and
the team
16. speak about an opposiFon player or team
17. concentrate more on communicaFons related to tacFcs and strategies
18. prepare the address with the following structure
a. begin with a commentary on the previous performance during the
game (especially on what the opposiFon has been doing)
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b. provide soluFons (tacFcs and strategies) that are informed by an
analysis of the opposiFons performance
c.

ﬁnish with a short moFvaFonal analysis
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Checklist for Beginner Coaches / volunteer helpers
Create a posiNve environment

•

Learn names quickly.

•

Smile, praise and encourage.

•

Be paFent and supporFve.

•

Keep a keen eye on safety

Set achievable goals

•

Keep the player's maturaFon in mind.

•

Make sessions challenging.

•

Ensure skill development is progressive.

Vary your sessions

•

Change format and acFviFes regularly.

•

Ensure equal opportunity for all players.

•

Avoid eliminaFon games where players sit out for long periods.

•

Include non-compeFFve team work.

•

Include supervised play with minimal guided instrucFon.

•

Use diﬀerent teaching/coaching methods (tabloids/cards).

•

Use quesFons to build the conversaFon, encourage communicaFon and innovaFon.
e.g. :What is working well? What could we improve? What does it look like e.g. the goal
keepers posiFon?

Teach skills

•

•

Plan skills for sessions and introduce easiest ones ﬁrst.

•

Teach one skill, or one part at a Fme.
Regularly revise skills from previous weeks.

Demonstrate
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•

If you can't demonstrate a skill, choose someone who can.

•

Demonstrate what to do, not what not to do.

•

Make sure all players can see the demonstraFon.

Involve all players

•

Have ample equipment available.

•

Use several small groups rather than one large one.

•

Aim to have every player pracFcing the skill each 30 seconds at least.

Provide instant feedback

•

Use lots of praise.

•

Be supporFve - shouFng and criFcising won't achieve anything.

•

Make it fun

•

Consider rewards as part of feedback

Use your voice well
•

Don't shout or talk too much.

•

Try to have as much one-to-one as possible.
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